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the Protectorate had only been in existence For t\venty-
two years, seemed impressive in the extreme, \vhile the
incompetence of their critics in these realms could not
be doubted In the old days Fez was ill lit insanitary,
and unsafe; now the French had remedied al
evils without in the least injuring either the life of the
city or its picturesqueness. Such criticism appeared
merely ludicrous and afforded some justification of
those who declared that if the Fasis were given the
moon they would not be satisfied
Then they wanted to abolish the influence of the
great Berber kaids, ignoring the fact that         powerful
chieftains had in the past always exercised the power of
life and death over their tribesmen, who followed them
without question, and been semi-independent of the
Sultan.   They feared the Berber policy and the Berber
influence, and were anxious the Berbers should be tried
according to the law of the Chraa instead of their own
customary law    Why this anxiety to interfere with the
Berbers, one may ask?   Because the members of the
Comite d3 Action were Arabs, who while quite unjustly
accusing the French of a desire to Berberize the country
wished for their part to Arabize it   They wanted the
Maghzen to exercise direct control over the Berbers,
after the kaids had been abolished, and hoped that
sooner or later they would then be able to control the
Maghzen   This policy entirely ignored the fact that
the vast majority of the people of Morocco are in fact
Berbers, whose ancestors were established in the country
long before the Arabs swept across North Africa,, and
provides still another example of an intelligent minority
attempting to impose its will on an illiterate and un-
civilized majority   Not that such a policy could ever
stand a chance of success* for the  Arabs and the

